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" THREE KNIGHTS OF THE ROAD.y 

A droll genius, some years ago, excited much 

mirth by painting the disgrace which would add to 
the horror of mere death by violence, in one's being 
run over by a huckster s wagon or fish-cart, as com 

pared with departing this life under the wheels of a 

splendidly appointed chariot driven at the speed of 
noble and flying horses. Something of the same feel 

ing is awakened by the graphic and yet somewhat 
ridiculous picture from the pencil of Simmler, with 
the above title, and representing three of the most 
cadaverous of disreputable wretches, skulking in a 

grain-field to rob the house which appears in the 

background. The sweet creature who raises his 

graceful form to see if the extinguishment of the last 

light has announced the auspicious moment, should 
be fixed in his present attitude, and made to serve a 
useful purpose by being placed just where the crows 
could find him. To be robbed, and possibly mur 

dered, by such '' 
knights of the road" as are here 

portrayed, must really be one of the most heartrend 

ing of possibilities ; and the ghost of the victim who 
fell by their hands might well be excused for coming 
back to do a little haunting, and to expiate a certain 
shame of its own. 

SOME MEMORIES OF MARGATE. 

One bright London Sunday morning, not many 
years ago?when June was just flushing into July, 
and English roses beginning to give place to English 
cherries ? one morning when my male traveling 

companion, conscientious observer of the Sabbath, 

was yet piscatorial, and had rolled away Elephant-and 

Castle-ward with dire intent to "strike a Spurgeon ;" 
and when his female antipodes had gone to St. Albans, 
not especially to see the vestments or hear the extreme 

ritualistic ritual, but to sit in fashionable judgment on 
the bonnets of England, 

? that morning I invested 

?o us. 6d. sterling in a third-class ticket of the Lon 

don, Chatham and Dover Railway, and accompanied 
a few hundreds of the lower mercantile and upper 
laboring classes, to that place on the channel-coast, 
at the mouth of the Thames, of which the name is 
above given, and of which the position, as a watering 

place, is and was fully as low in class as that chosen 
on the railway. 

It was not necessarily the depleted condition of my 
portemonnaie which induced my adoption of the 
humbler style of railway conveyance on that special 
occasion. First-class isolation may be very respect 

able, but it is often correspondingly unwise, as only in 
the lower grades of riding can "the people" of any 
land be seen to full advantage ; and especially is it 
true that to "run down to Margate" without the 

company of the rather enjoyable and very interesting 
human cattle in the uncushioned 

'' 
pens" of the 

L., C. and D., is nearly equivalent to staying at home, 
or going with the eyes shut. 

What a motley mixture they are ? those London 

people of the '(shopkeeper 
" 

rank and lower, who do 
most of the second and third class Sunday pleasuring ; 
and yet how unmistakably English in appearance, 
action and conversation ! Here and there a dash of 

the swell-mob, of course ? too many ringed and 

chained ; and of gamblers and decoys, too glossy in 
hat and too unimpeachable in the point of mustache ; 
but so closely watched at every station by railway 
officials and felt-helmeted policemen, that they have 
few opportunities for plying any dangerous vocation. 
The body of the occupants of the "pens," about 

equally honest and stupid, at all events to an observer 

used to the keener cast of American countenance of 

the same rank; and their "getting-up" at least a 

hundred years behind what Americans of correspond 

ing class would exhibit (whether they paid for it or 

not!). Smug clerks, thin faced, and their m?tton 

chop whiskers rather nascent than actual?with 

straight round hats, tight trousers and bobbed coats, 

not to mention colored neckties and cheap switches, 

escorting muslined Aramintas without great preten 
sions to beauty, but of much promising beef, and a 
world of pleasure in their faces at being "taken out; 

" 

"servant-gals" on their "Sunday out," indescribable 

in the decent vulgarity of the cast-off finery derived 
from "missus" or the "young ladies," and either in 

knots of giggling happiness, or singly attended by 
Jeames, who has cast off his plush, and rivals while 
he caricatures Lord Dick ; heavy mothers (very heavy, 
some of those English mothers) with hobbedehoy 
daughters and boys of the unendurable age, all with 
a propensity to nibble cakes or crunch bon-bons, and 

keep the maternal very red-faced and expostulative, 
not to say slappy; solid tradesmen, very stiff in the 
collar and silent in corners, except when they, too, 

have '' 
charges 

" 
who disturb the parental dignity and 

receive the parental threatenings, chiefly from the 

shopkeepery eye ; very young men who belong to 

cricket-clubs, and wear the striped or colored flannel 

caps of those organizations, letters and all, with an 

evident belief that it gives a distinguished air to do 

this, and carry the hat on the lap or stick it overhead ; 
?these principally compose the people who cany 

lunch-baskets, gabble or sulk, titter or hold conversa 

tions which bore their neighbors and instruct the 

curious, in this Sunday railway-tide setting Margate 
ward. Happy the hearer who does not learn more of 

the family relations and prospects of the more vulgar 
females, during a fifty or sixty mile ride, than would 
be generally desirable ; and obtuse the ear that does 
not shrink with horror at the habitual slaughter of 
" 

h's 
" 

and ejection of "you knows 
" 

and "blarst its," 

indulged in by the louder of the males. 
There are only two points of actual interest in the 

ride between London and Margate, however there may 

be quite enough in scenery and conversation to fill in 

the interstices. The first is found in Chatham Dock 

yard, with its clumsy ship-houses ; hulks at anchor ; 
vessels in the stream ; sailor-quarters ; top-heavy, 
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rolling old veterans , and a thousand suggestions of 

the '' wooden walls ot old England 
" 

In the late and 
far past. The other lies in a too-brief glimpse of 

Canterbury Cathedral, one of the finest and oldest in 

England, with its many-pinnacled square towers, its 

suggestions of Thomas ? Becket and the long line 
of mighty prelates who have first or last been occu 

pants of the archiepiscopal throne of Canterbury, 
and its yet dearer recall of those "Canterbury Pil 

grims 
" 
given by old Geoffrey Chaucer to the more 

than real world of poetic fiction. These, mere 

glimpses both ; and before I had quite done thinking 
of the latter, or quite realized that I was passing over 
the "Weald of Kent," the low, broad coast, stretch 

ing down to the channel, was in sight, with its distant 
vessels and sails dropping lazily seaward or up toward 
the mouth of the Thames ; and then across the break 
watered little harbor that reaches away beyond the 

railway-station, two long piers, 
a light-house, a hundred or two 

of wheeled bathing-machines 
drawn up to the base of the 

chalky bank : Margate. 
Two long piers, and a stone 

bordered, railed, high esplanade 
extending along the entire main 
front of the town, the concrete 

walk along this being the fash 
ionable promenade "by the ^.~JLUU 

sea," and the bathing-beach 
with its multitudinous ma- 

/mj^^ 
" 

chines stretching below. The { mm 
whole range of buildings front- / JBr 

ing the sea and forming the I mil 
back of this broad street, are J H 
rather handsome than the re- I Hi 
verse, large-windowed and air}'- \ HI 

looking, and devoted to hotels 
and boarding-houses, of which 

the former may be fifteen or 

twenty of different grades, and A?lftv 
the latter legion. Beyond (i. e., ^S^V^v. 
southeastward) the broad es 

planade narrows to a curved 

walk, and leads by (and in one ^ 

instance through) the huddled 

buildings of the older part of 
the town, along the queer old 
streets of which little restaurants 

and oyster and fish shops ob 
trude themselves at every turn, 

kept by queer old fellows with 
a salty atmosphere of having 
once been boatmen, where in 

vitations to "Have a trifle of 

supper, sir !" are not always dis 

regarded. A little further, and 
a broad open space is reached, 

within which lies the sheltered 
harbor of Margate proper, where 

alternately, at intervals of only 
a few hours, a little fleet of lug 
gers, hoys, and channel-schoon 

ers lie sprawled on the mud or ride almost at the tops 
of the piers, as the twenty-foot tide rushes in or out. 

From nearly the same spot the two piers already 
mentioned take their departure, that at the right a 
substantial open bridge of stone and iron, more than 
half a mile in length, shooting directly seaward ; and 
that at the left a solid structure of stone, curving in 

ward, so as to form a shelter or breakwater for vessels 
? the outer portion a high raised railed walk for 

promenade, and the inner a range of splendid piers, 
much lower, for commercial purposes ; while the end 
of the latter is a circular jetty, railed for popular 
resort, from the centre of which a substantial and very 
handsome stone light-house springs skyward. No 
less than two life-boat stations stud this pier, and at 
once attest the terrible character which these inner 

channel seas sometimes assume, and the care for 

human life taken along all the rough English coast. 
And another and sadder reminder of both, by the way, 
is to be found at the upper end of this pier 

? a broad j 
marble slab set in the wall, erected in memory of the I 

brave men of the Victory lugger, all lost in the effort 
to save life from the wrecked American packet-ship, 

Northern Belle, on the 5th January, 1857. 
The other, and larger pier, that to the right, is the 

evening promenade of Margate. Down it, on that 

first Sunday afternoon, though the 
'' 

season 
" 

was as 

yet by no means at its height, I found a continual 
stream passing and repassing, the "boarding" ele 

ment, of a moderate class, largely represented, but 

(the truth must be told !) another element ? that of 
the flash demi-monde?showing so numerously that 

careful mammas, and wives with husbands 
'1 
going to 

Margate for a day or two" without them, may some 

times be excused if they think twice of the fate of the 
absent. A few bath-chairs, with invalids, being 
wheeled up and down ; hundreds of loungers of all 
classes and characters?the female sex largely pre 

dominating?a shifting kaleidoscope, with no small 

interest, of the second-class channel-watering-place 
life of England, in which counter-jumpers affect 
ducks and talk of boats as if they knew a bob-stay 
from a taffrail, and where no young miss is anybody 
unless she sports a glazed tarpaulin with a blue band 
and a gilt anchor. 

It is at the end of the long pier, where it is widened, 
seated, and prepared for the landing of steamers, that 
the promenade interest culminates. Hither and 

thither, below the whole pier, are all the while, in fine 

weather, darting the trim row-boats of - the Margate 

watermen, waiting for fares or earning them ; and at 

the end of the pier, these and the other boats reached 

by flights of stairs descending in the middle, with 

platforms for any height of tide ? here lie the sail 

boats, or 
" 

hoys," by dozens, so peculiar in build and 

rig, and so characteristic of the channel and the con 

verging coasts of both England and France, that a 
word of description seems justifiable, even at the risk 
of repeating details before given in other connections. 

All the channel boats are literal "tubs," in their, 

I 
breadth of beam, roundness of bow and general 
clumsiness of build : the sea-going luggers of Havre, 
Calais, Boulogne, and the other French channel 

ports would suffer in comparison, as to lightness and 

grace, with so many New York "lighters." The 

Margate sail-boats are high-sided, round, and only less 

clumsy in build, with one mast, carrying an ordinary 
gaff-sail or spanker ; a jib, of which the stay fastens at 
the stem -without bowsprit, and ?a bowsprit at the other 

end! In ofher words, there is a little " jiggermast," 
not over a quarter the size of the mast proper, stand 

ing at the extreme stern, and the boom for this fixed 

immovable, and extending its whole length beyond. 
The effect of this, when the boat is seen at a distance 
with all sail set, is to create the impression that a jury 
mast and boom have been added at the stern from two 

oars, and that the supplemental sail is the captain's 

soiled table-cloth. Would it be believed that sail 
boats could not live on the Eng 
lish Channel without this ap 
pendage, almost deserving the 

name of an appendix I Yet so 
it is; for the tarriest old coast 

ing salts that ever handled the 
sails of a lugger infest Margate 
pier and lie on the thwarts of 
these boats, waiting for parties 

?^ t0 <<ta^e out" (a la Shrews 

Wjim bury) ; and the tarriest of the 

^(m tarry of all these, a veritable 
IB "Ed ard Cuttle, mariner of 

Wtk England," in a small way, be 

ing inquired of by the narrator 

Yvlk 
w*tn reference to this anomaly 
of a boat with an immovable 

tail, did so answer the said nar 

l^Bk rator, the mariner meanwhile 

^j?, standing up in his boat, expec 

HkIlk torating freely but carefully to 
?A \% leeward, and hitching up the 

H \m 
waistband of his trousers?that 

11 nil tne aDasneci querist would have 

|| III thought twice before asking 
llii Ilm ^m a seconc* ?tuesti?n- "That 
11 Ml ere !" thundered the mariner 

illlgl/l (though I forget what he called 

\^_^J^MM it)' fixing rne with a gimlet eye 

5^^gj?P^ 
that might have belonged to 

i^^W^ the Ancientest of all Mariners 
__ __ at the time of Coleridge's ball ? 

.-=Ef?i=i "that 'ere? Humph ! Douse my 
toplights, youngster ! ? where 

^^="==^^7 hever was you launched, as you 

^'^==sL==^y^^. 
don't know so much as a lub 

* b ;,^r- ber's babby ! That 'ere ! ? 
. ~p humph ! ? if so be as a sea 

B|^^S8BHj|p~F~ should strike her quartering 
^^ ^HB^S^~ 

and there wasn't no sail there 

^^^^IH: 
to bring her 'ead 'ard to wind' 

m=^- - 
ard in a jiffy, where'd she be in 

the next minnet??Answer me 

that, youngster ! Humph ! 
" 

At the latest accounts, the 

"youngster," of an indefinite age ranging between 

forty and sixty, had not answered the question thus 

propounded to him ; and he modestly supposes that 
if the "jigger" of one of the Margate hoys was 
not precisely of that pattern and so stepped, and if 
the "tail" aforesaid did not stick out immovably, 
something in the waves of the channel would send 
her to Davy Jones' locker in three shakes of a snatch 
block. He doesn't know why this should be so, but 
the fact he yields in the presence of the Margate 
Bunsby. And he saw, and has seen that day and after 

ward, the Margate and other boats bobbing about 
on the swell of the channel, with immense confidence 
in their safety while the 

'' 
tail" remained intact, and 

terrible fear that if one should chance to give way, no 

power on earth could save the unfortunate voyagers ! 

The narrator had another little adventure, too, on 

(or rather under) Margate pier, from which he did 
not emerge with much more honor than from that 

just recorded. Time, approaching sunset of that 

golden summer day. Scene, one of the lower plat 

III? 

nRHHfli^S 'fPWnifr 

THE BRUNSWICK ONYX VASE. 
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forms, with the view westward uninterrupted. The 

Individual, solus and lounging. Enter an old lady, 
with little girl of eight by the hand. Little girl goes 

away from old lady's hand, and approaches the edge 
too nearly. Individual pulls her back and warns her 

of her danger, remarking that he has little girls of his 

own, thousands of miles away. Old lady makes re 

mark that then he must be an American. Individual 

answers in the affirmative, and directly old lady goes 

away with the child. Five minutes more of lounging, 
solus; then enter a younger lady, in mourning, with 

two children by the hand. One of the children : 
'' 
There, mamma ; there he is, now !" . Mamma 

approaches and says : 
'1 
Are you the American gentle 

man ?" Individual: 
'1 
Yes, madame, I suppose so. 

I am an American, at all events." Mamma: "My 

little girls wanted to see an American, so much ; and 

so I brought them." Individual, indignantly ; 
'' Are 

Americans so very rare here, madame, or so odd, that 

children rush to see them as they would wild beasts or 

savages ?" Mamma, her voice choked, and nearly in 

tears : '' 
Oh, sir, you misunderstand the children and 

myself, terribly, and I beg your pardon. Their father, 

my husband, was an American?I am a widow, now 

?and they think so much of seeing any one from 

their father's country." Whereupon the Individual 

has a suspicion, not for the first time in his life, that 

he is a great brute, and deserves horsewhipping, and 

himself apologizes, with, it is to be feared, a very bad 

grace; the lady accepting with a very good one, and 

making him aware that her husband had been a near 

relative of that popular poet and eminent divine, 

Bishop C-, of New York. Half an hour ofj 
additional chat, very ladylike on the part of mamma, 
and very shamefaced on that of the Individual; and 

then a parting, with that person reflecting, afresh, how 

strange are some of our meetings in this world, and 

resolving that he will wait until he is insulted, next 

time, especially by a gentle-spoken woman, before he 

makes a fool of himself by believing that he is so, 
and "going off at half-cock." 

Some of the very handsomest and oddest of the 

"white cliffs of Albion," those perpendicular banks 

of limestone or chalk which give distinctive character 

and name to the island, are to be found at Margate? 

of least altitude westward (up-river), and higher 
below, or eastward. I have no idea of their height 
at any one spot; and I know that they are not nearly 
so high as those at and around Dover. But they 

certainly reach some hundreds of feet at many points; 

they are really as white as so much chalk only a little 

soiled, and very irregular in outline, while precisely 

perpendicular; and their effect, as viewed from the 

water, is most picturesque and striking, as well as 

suggestive of the fate that must befall the crew and 

passengers of any shipwrecked vessel at a point where 

the sea breaks at the foot of inaccessible rocks, with 
no beach whatever. Many of those chalk cliffs, 
at and immediately below Margate, are singularly 
caverned, not only at the base, where the sea has 

undermined them, but at different heights; and ex 

ploring these caverns, especially at and about the 

fortified bluff which crowns the town, forms one of 
the "sights "and "good things to do "of the ennuied 

loungers. 
Few Americans who have never set foot in Europe, 

understand what is English sea-bathing; and as Mar 

gate shares with Ramsgate (below and nearer channel 

ward), distant Brighton, Scarborough, etc., the honor 

of sea-washing people by the many thousands, a 

word of explanation, again, will be found necessary. 
I have already spoken of the "wheeled bathing 
machines 

" 
standing under the bank, as three or four 

times the number stand at Ramsgate at corresponding 

periods ; and now to see them a little closer. 

Owing to the tremendous rise and fall of tides on 

this part of the English coast, it would be impossible 
to employ "bathing-houses," such as are used al 

Long Branch, Cape May, etc. ; for unless the bathing 
houses were continually changed, and sometimes los4 

altogether, half a mile between the houses and the 

water-edge would often intervene, while at other times 

the houses themselves would be literally at sea. This 

difficulty is obviated by using bathing-houses on wheel: 

? 
literally covered carts drawn by one horse each, l 

with steps for ascent and descent at the tail, and all < 

the ordinary bathing-house conveniences within. 

When the tide is very high, each embarks its passen- 
1 

ger at landing-steps on the bank, drives down only a i 

short distance, turns the tail of the cart seaward; the 

passenger descends the steps, bathes, re-ascends, 

dresses, and then is. again set down at the steps. 

When the tide is lower, the cart is driven down the 

sloping sand beach of that particular narrow bay 

(something like that at Newport), sometimes many 
hundred yards, until the water's edge is reached ; the 

bath is taken, and the return made to the steps in the 

same manner. As may be supposed, these peculiari 

ties make bathing-machine-proprietorship, at such 

places as Margate and Ramsgate, something of wealth 
as well as of importance; and though women, and 

especially widows, aspire to some connection with the 

'trade (vide the widow under dispute in '' Box and 

Cox"), yet it has principally fallen into the hands, 
now, of a few firms who make it very nearly a mono 

poly, and perhaps conduct it all the better on that 
account. 

And of course the sight of sights, at Margate, in 

the height of the season, is "bathing-hour" in the 

morning, when the wide sands are dotted with these 

singular vehicles*; taking on board their fares, carting 
them seaward, letting them down for the dip, re-em 

barking them, returning them to the starting-place? 
while over the damp sands non-bathers stroll and 

children run riot; and at the water's edge, and for a 

hundred feet within, there is going on the usual variety 
of bobbing and ducking, squealing and shouting, by 
the usual diversity of human laths and bolsters, male 

and female, and in costumes nearly varied and pic 
turesque enough for Long Branch on "country-day." 

I would like to be fashionable enough to think 

otherwise, but Margate really seems to . me worthy of j 
a better reputation than it enjoys; and I have spent 

many less enjoyable hours by the sea-shore than those 

at falling dusk, sitting on the long benches of the 

railed esplanade, the whole varied panorama of hum 

ble and middle life passing before .me in the* endless 

succession of promenaders; juvenile donkey-riders 

filling the air with merry vociferations, but making 
indifferent progress; tarry old salts going by with 

telescopes under arm, and casting knowing cock-eyes 
at the weather and the sky down-channel; here and 

there a word about the glass rising or falling (all 

Margate seems to be a barometer) blending with 

shopkeeper talk or servant-girl gossip ; the sea making 
its moan below, as if for something cruel or wicked 

done in the past; and at the full darkening, the light 
of the light-house springing into flame and casting a 

red glow over the dusky harbor, with a faint but 

steady sparkle far out on the water-line, showing the 

beacon on the fatal Godwin Sands, and telling where 

so many ships have perished since London began to 

be one of the world's great sea-ports. I have spent, 
I say, far less enjoyable hours than these, by the sea 

side ; and I have looked upon sea-side scenes with 

greater pretension, and yet far less of the picturesque 
and far more of the vulgar and the objectionable. 

Perhaps the place comes nearer to me, of late years, 
because here it was that my (and everybody's) old 

friend, poor Artemus Ward, sought health for a time 

during the last year of his weakening life, with the 

painful reflection always coming when one thinks of 

it, that in all probability, had he heeded Margate 
, more and wild London less, he might have safely 

passed the turning-point of his career and been yet 

spared to the world of life and humor. Perhaps from 

not having the same reasons for admiration, the world 

; does not take kindly to the capital town of the Isle of 

Thanet, nowadays: cheap trains and frequent boats 

l from London have made it too common for anything 
\ or anybody above a certain standing; and the story 
t writers pen droll sketches about it, but never locate 
- their romances there as at Brighton or Scarborough, 

t I saw Margate very differently from the point of 

; view already recorded, one night at the close of a 

> later July, when the gust encountered at half way ovei 

5 the channel from Calais had changed to be a full gale 
r before reaching my destination, from Dover. How 

he wind roared from the northeast and the waves 
lashed high against bluff and breakwater, that night! 
rlow the blinding spray shrouded all to windward, 
vith here and there a great white roller breaking 
hrough it and threatening destruction to everything 
vi thin reach of its sweep ! How boats were doubl e 

noored, and bathing-machines had vanished from the 

langerous beach as if literally swept away like chaff 

3y the mad wind! How walking along the espla 
lade, in face of the beating wind and driving storm, 
ecame simply impossible ; and how the blast went 

wailing, howling and shrieking around the houses and ; 

svery obstacle that attempted to bar its defiant way, as 

if the old fancy had been a true one, and the demons 

of the air were really abroad on a frolic of mad de- ~ 

struction ! How I ^saw, then and there, as I had 
never seen before, a channel-port in a driving storm, 

and realized that the barometers might be necessary 
and the tarry old salts deserving of consideration ! 

And how the same Individual, before unfavorably 
mentioned, actually spent a shilling that he did not 

afterward regret! 
The Individual was standing in the vestibule of the 

1' Hall by the Sea," waiting for the late coming of a 

friend (male). The storm at its height; rain and 

wind fighting side by side ; and death seeming to ride 

in on every mad wave that lashed the shore. Carriages 
and cabs dashing up to that then popular place of 

sea-side amusement, setting down passengers, drivers 

and horses dripping, and rain pouring in streams from 

roof and apron. Suddenly a wail at the gate ; and a 

poor little fellow of ten or eleven stood there, crippled 
in one leg, and crutch-supported?leaning sobbing 

against a gate-post. Individual has no fancy for wet 

jackets; yet he forgot himself at this incitement, 
rushed out, and, aided by one of the ushers, half 

dragged, and half carried, the poor little sufferer into 

the shelter of the doorway. But still the sobbing 
went on; arid when questioned, what a torrent of 

hopeless grief burst out: "Oh, sir, you don't know 

how bad I feel ! You see, I am so lame, and I can't 

walk when the wind blows so hard?it blows me over, 

spite of all I can do !" " But you can wait here, out 

of the storm, until the wind and rain stop a little." 

"Oh, no!" with a fresh burst of grief. "Oh, dear, 
what will become of me? 'Tisn't more than ten 

minutes till the train goes ; I can't get there in time, 
and mother?mother's at Birchington?mother will 

think that something has happened to me, and maybe 
she will die. Father's dead, and mother's sick now ; 
whatTl I do !" "Humph ! a bad case !" remarked 

Individual, with his old disposition to torment every 

body ; and then he rushed to the door, where Charley 
was just setting'down a fare from his cab. "Here, 

cabby, take this boy and have him at the station in 

just three minutes ! Here is your shilling?quick !" 

Before the poor little fellow quite knew what was 

being done with him, he was lifted into the cab, the 

door was closed, and the driver on his box; but I 

wonder if the not-too-often-blessed Individual will 
ever forget, with a strange mingling of pride and 

shame, the warm tears and kisses that fell on his hand 

when his little protege realized what was being done 

for him,?that he could get to Birchington by the 

train, and that his mother need not die with grief for 

him : " Oh, sir, what a good man you must be ! God 

will be good to you, I know he will." Heaven help 
the poor boy's judgment and the blessee's conscience! 

?but the latter had spent his shilling better, and was 

prouder of it, than had been the. case with any single 

pound sterling in memory. And this too, perhaps, 
makes faded Margate a trifle dearer to the narrator, 
and induces him more readily to believe it worth 

description, whatever may be the corresponding opin 
ion of the reader. ?Henry Morford. 

The Brunswick Onyx Vase. ? On the opposite 

page will be found a fine representation (natural size) 
of the celebrated onyx vase, in the collection left by 
the late eccentric Duke Charles of Brunswick to the 

city of Geneva. The carving is exquisitely done, and 

with the exception of the handles, which are more odd 

than graceful, it may well serve as a model for imita 

tion in more humble material. 
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